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Samsung 3d ssg-3100gb

Hello, please tell me, do not include SSG-3100GB glasses after you have not been used for a long time. The battery changes, when you press the button it doesn't even light up. The image on your screen will come true with Samsung 3D glasses on. Thanks to its unique design, viewers
who already wear glasses are perfect. The glasses run from a battery that lasts for 70 hours. Now you can relax and enjoy watching 3D as much as you want. Look at 3D pictures with different eyes. Samsung SSG-3100GB 3D glasses will open up the world of advanced 3D video to you
due to reduced response time and hence increased lens blackout frequency (Advanced 3D effect). The right and left lenses work in perfect balance, creating a truly lively image. Thanks to the Samsung Visor visor that protects you from daylight, you can fully immerse yourself in the world of
3D video. Add here a reliable wireless connection to the TV, achieved thanks to the built-in Bluetooth module, and you'll discover an amazing new world of 3D. Compatibility:Plasma TV: D490, D550 and above LED TVs: D6000 and above Images not available forColor: manual power off,
operating time 70 hours, Wireless, Fit over your glasses, achieve much more life like 3D images. Bluetooth battery-operated 3D technology. Very light, Black Finish Comfort for hours of viewing., comfortable fitting, Comfortable fitting; Manual Power (On/Off); Operating Time: 70 hours This
item is not included on this page. Thank you, we'll investigate this. You can update your browser now, no more than 2 minutes: Google Chrome Edge Mozilla Firefox Opera {{tradeInResult.discountText2}} {{tradeInResult.discountText3}} {{tradeInResult.description}}
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